NEWS RELEASE
Contact: Watch Commander, (805) 339-4416
Release Prepared by: Commander David Dickey
VENTURA POLICE DEPARTMENT

Incident: Brandishing an Imitation Firearm, Violently Resisting Officers, Battery on a Police K9 and
Possession of Methamphetamine Arrest
Location: 2100 block of Harbor Blvd.
Date/Time Occurred: 08/08/19@ 2344 hours
Officer(s) Involved: Ventura Police Patrol and K9
Suspect(s): Guadalupe Juarez Lopez, 35 years of Ventura
Report #: 18-10838
Narrative:
On the above date and time, a witness called and reported a disturbance in the 2100 block of Harbor
Blvd. The suspect was yelling at passing vehicles and people in the area. When the first officer
arrived, they found the suspect and discovered she was holding a handgun. She was waiving and
brandishing the gun and was uncooperative with the officers verbal instructions. Additional officers
arrived on scene and contained the suspect in a parking lot.
The suspect retreated from officers and hid near a large propane tank in the parking lot and remained
uncooperative with officers as they attempted to get her to drop the hand gun. After 20 minutes of
talking with the suspect, she still refused to disarm, and she threatened to shoot the nearby propane
tank. At that point, officers used a less lethal projectile in an attempt to disarm the suspect and prevent
her from shooting the propane tank. The K9 was also deployed. The less lethal rounds were effective,
causing the suspect to fall to the ground. The K9 then apprehended the suspect, and she began
battering the K9. After briefly fighting and resisting the K9, the suspect was taken into custody. As
officers were approaching the suspect during the K9 apprehension, they discovered the hand gun she
was holding was a BB gun.
The suspect sustained minor injuries during the incident. After she was medically cleared at the
Ventura County Medical Center, she was booked into Ventura County Jail on the charges of
Brandishing an Imitation Firearm, Violently Resisting Officers, Battery on a Police K9 and Possession of
Methamphetamine. No one else was injured during this incident.

The complete press release, including suspect description, can be viewed online at www.venturapd.org
If you have any information about this crime, you can make an anonymous call to Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS.
If your information leads to an arrest, you could receive a cash reward of up to $1,000.
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